
PO Box 67

Keokuk, IA 52632
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

July 1 to September 30, 2023

  1. Family relationships
  2. Finances & poverty
  3. Health issues
  4. Marriages
  5. Personal improvement
  6. Social concerns

ISSUE # PROGRAM TITLE RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING DATE TIME LENGTH

6 Focus On The Family 07/11/23 06:03:00 AM 25 min

described how her newfound ability to see made her view the world in a new and different way 25 min

4 Focus On The Family 07/18/23 06:02:00 AM 25 min

partly because they began working together instead of fighting as enemies 07/19/23 06:00:00 AM 25 min

4 Focus On The Family Listeners were taught how embracing a positive mindset could give them an improved marriage 07/24/23 06:00:00 AM 25 min

2 If a financial budget is used correctly, it will show you what to do with your money before you can 07/31/23 03:31:00 PM 2 min

spend it on yourself. You simply give, pay, your bills, and invest

5 Focus On The Family Courtney Ellis described being overwhelmed by her calendar, technology, and all her home clutter. 08/09/23 06:03:00 AM 25 min

She recommended downsizing your schedule to focus more on connecting in your relationships 08/10/23 06:02:00 AM 25 min

1 Focus On The Family 08/16/23 06:04:00 AM 25 min

lifelong relationship you can both treasure into adulthood 08/17/23 06:01:00 AM 25 min

1 Focus On The Family Ashley Willis admitted that, as a parent, it's so easy to let the hard days steal your peace and 09/06/23 06:02:00 AM 25 min

make it difficult to find the good in your kids. She offered encouragement for young moms 09/07/23 06:00:00 AM 25 min

2 High home prices and mortgage rates are contributing to fear & uncertainty in prospective buyers 09/08/23 03:28:00 PM 2 min

6 Focus On The Family 09/15/23 06:02:00 AM 25 min

sinking into despair.  You can be a tremendous help to a friend who is thinking about suicide

2 Encouragement was given to create a solid financial plan.  It helps to fulfill your life purpose. 09/29/23 03:31:00 PM 2 min

Host Chuck Bentley suggested to record and assess all spending for thirty days

1,5 Focus On The Family Girls today face a number of challenges – from school & friendships to culture & social media. 09/27/23 06:00:00 AM 25 min

09/28/23 06:03:00 AM 25 min

KQLF FM Ottumwa, IA/KMDY FM Keokuk, IA

17 S 2nd St

Karen Wingate, born blind, was miraculously healed and her sight was completely restored.  She

Carey and Toni Nieuwhoff shared their dramatic story of pulling back from the brink of divorce,

My MoneyLife

Dr. Kevin Lehman and Kim Trobee explained to dads to invest in your little girl's life and build a

My MoneyLife

Dr. Gregory Jantz spoke about the important role of friends, and how you can help a loved one

My MoneyLife

Dannah Gresh shared ways to better relate with your tween or teen daughter
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